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Abstract 

 

India being the largest democracy in the world, elections forms the cornerstone of our country. We elect our own representative 

who can lead our country successfully, does well to the people and hopefully keep their promises. Voting is the opportunity to 

contribute in political process and it is the right of every citizen to vote. But it is the biggest question whether the elections are 

being held in an efficient and generous way. From various surveys it is stated that the voting process is turning into business deals. 

The problem of bogus votes are still continuing which is biggest threat to our nation. Initially ballot paper was used to vote where 

the counting process takes long time and there was risk of manual errors. Later ballot box i.e., EVM was adopted where counting 

were being done at earliest yet bogus votes are being casted. To overcome all these crisis aadhar based voting system is proposed 

in this paper where the biometrics are scanned and votes are casted to the desired representatives. Also a special button is denoted 

for voting for physically challenged peoples where they can vote for nation at easiest way. 
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

I. INTRODUCTION 

We know that India is the largest democratic country in the world. Abraham Lincoln states the definition of democracy as “BY 

THE PEOPLE, OF THE PEOPLE, and FOR THE PEOPLE”. An election is a formal decision making process by which population 

chooses an individual to hold public office by voting. It’s the right of every individual citizen to come forward and vote for nation 

and development of our nation. The traditional method of voting holds ballot paper system where the votes are casted by paper 

and manual counting was made. Later, so called Electronic Voting Machine (EVM) was adopted where the voting are casted by 

“button” and results were calculated at the earliest and manual calculation errors were rectified. Yet it doesn’t gives any 

rectification for bogus voting and to overcome these problems and to create efficient voting in our country we have proposed 

Aadhar card based voting system in this system using embedded system. Practically due to work problems it is difficult people to 

come to their native on that Election Day which ultimately results in reduce in voting percentage. Thus by aadhar based voting 

system, everyone could vote from their work or convenient places which results in increase in voting percentage. The details of 

voters are collected and stored in the arduino microcontroller kit. The voter’s finger print is scanned and the details of voter is 

displayed in LCD screen. Later, the voter receives OTP to the registered mobile number and only when the voter enters the pin 

correctly he/she can vote. After voting the voter receives acknowledgement via GSM to the registered mobile number. The political 

parties name and respective candidates are listed in LCD and voters can vote to their desired person through keypad. A special 

button is kept for physically challenged people so that they also get opportunity to cast vote of their own. There is special button 

where only differently abled persons are allowed to use that where they don’t have to face the risk of OTP checking since it is 

already        mentioned in aadhar card. Once if anyone takes chance of bogus votes buzzer fixed is alarmed and immediately the 

notification is send to main officer who is in-charge of that particular area. Thus we can achieve a higher percentage of probity 

voting which leads to the development of our nation.  
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II. EXISTING SYSTEM 

The ancient method of voting was ballot paper system which was later overcome by EVM. Many papers have published regarding 

the enhancement of voting process. In 2014 KBATMVS model was proposed through which voting is done with the help of ATM. 

But it has a disadvantage that the card could be misused and it may create problems in maintaining transactions during voting 

hours. In 2015 BIOMETRIC based voting machine was proposed which also shows a major disadvantage for physically challenge 

people. In 2016 aadhar voting was proposed which also faces a disadvantage that the blind people cannot vote since it has ordinary 

keypad only. These advantages are overcome by our proposed model. 

III. PROBLEM IDENTIFICATION 

The disadvantage that are prevailing in existing paper are overcome by our proposed model. GSM modem sends acknowledgement 

for the voters and it also sends OTP which adds security and authentication in our proposed system. In our proposed model the 

ballot kit is replaced by LCD display where false unit or malpractices could be overcome. In our proposed model we use braille 

keypad which enables blind people vote easily and special key for physically challenge people.  

IV. BLOCK DIAGRAM 

 

V. ARDUINO DESCRIPTION 

Arduino is an open source electronic platform based on the ATmegs328 which is easy in using hardware and software. It has 14 

digital input and output pins. For software processing and to write relevant coding Arduino programming language is used. 

 Power Supply Unit 

 
Fig. 2.1: Block diagram 

 

Power supply is the device that supplies electrical or other types of energy to an output. Step down transformer reduce voltage to 

reduce the dangerous supply. Bridge rectifier is the most important and it produces full wave varying DC from diodes. Voltage 

regulator are available with fixed or variable output voltages. IC7805 maintains constant value. And provides +5 volts regulated 

power supply with heat sink.   
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 Finger Print Sensor 

Finger print sensor stores the biometric of individuals which serves as the source for high level security system. The optical finger 

print reader devices uses high powered DSP chip AS601 where image rendering is done. It provides TTL serial out connection and 

hence we can connect to any microcontroller or system. It can store up to 120 finger prints. 

 LCD Display 

It is used to display numeric and alphanumeric characters in dot matrix and segmented display. The power supply should be +5v 

with maximum allowable transient of 10mv. It has 8 data pins to read information of registers. The below fig shows the interfacing 

of LED with microcontroller device. 

 
Fig. 2.2: Interfacing of LCD 

 

 UART 

It is a computer hardware device that It translates data between parallel and serial forms. Separate interface devices are used to 

convert the logic level signals of the UART to and from the external signalling levels. It has two states logic low and logic high. 

The electric signalling levels are handled by driver circuit external to the UART. It contains clock generators, input and output 

shift registers, transmit/receive control, and read/write control logic, FIFO buffer memory. 

 GSM Modem 

It is a wireless modem that work with the GSM wireless network. It works based on certain commands that always start with AT 

(ATtention) and ends with a CR character. With GSM command we can perform several functions such as reading, writing and 

sending SMS messages and also monitoring the signal strength. It can only process 6 to 10 SMS per minute. The below figure 

shows interfacing of GSM Modem with micro controller device. 

 
Fig. 2.3: Interfacing of GSM 

 Keypad Matrix 

Keypad Matrix are commonly used in calculator, telephone where a number of input switches are required. When the switches are 

pressed the corresponding rows and columns are connected which will drive the column pin low. Using this logic, the button that 

is pressed can be detected. The below figure shows interfacing of keypad matrix with microcontroller device. 
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Fig. 2.4: Keypad interface 

 

 Buzzer 

A buzzer is an audio signalling device which may be electromagnetic or piezoelectric. It is used as an indication or a warning for 

users not to repeat the action. It is generated by an electric motor with unbalanced mass 

VI. SIMULATION DESCRIPTION 

The biometric is scanned by finger print sensor and the voter’s aadhar card details is displayed in LCD. The OTP is sent to the 

registered mobile number of the voter. The received OTP is entered by the keypad by voter. Once the correct OTP is recognised 

then the candidate list is displayed with their symbols. The voter votes for their desired candidate and the votes are casted. The 

voter receives acknowledgement for their votes. Alternatively for blind people the special key could be pressed where they could 

directly access to the voting page. 

 
Fig. 3: Modal simulation output 

 

 Advantages 

 The main advantage of the proposed system is increase in voting percentage and thereby decrease in bogus voting.  

 Ultimately that results in probity voting which paves way for development of our nation.  

 Invalid votes are automatically rejected and when bogus votes attempts are made it is automatically indicated.  

 Another major advantage is it paves easy voting process for physically challenged people since braille keypad is used. 

 Since aadhar card is linked with voters ID it enables voter to vote from their convenient places. 
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VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

India is the largest democratic country in the world and it seems to be one of the most rapid developing country. Though many 

factors support development of our country there are still some factors which needs to be concerned. Voting system should also be 

improvised to lead a head way. Since there is political issues prevailing in the existing system which leads to the misuse. This 

system embarks best solution to the current voting method. Voting ratio is increased comparatively to the existing system due to 

its high security and efficiency. Thus there will be positive outcomes being boomed which leads to the further development. Further 

this proposed system can be enhanced by making full LCD display of full details of voter. Authentication can also be improved by 

using face recognition and iris recognition also.   
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